ulation,
In this paper we primarily focus on two level fractional factorial designs and theix application to a discrete event simulation model of semicorlductor manufacturing logistics, In the tutorial wc will discuss a wider range of experimental design issues.
However, in all cases, examples will be given of their application to the same semiconductor manufacturing model.
INTRODUCTION
There are two basic environments in which statistics are applied: one where the data are generated by processes out of the control of the investigator and the other where the investigator plans and hence in that sense controls the generation of the data. In the latter case, the investigator has some goal in mind and plans an experiment or sequence of experiments designed to take him in the direction of that goal. This planning is, in a broad sense, experimental design.
In simulation the investigator has complete control over the generation of the data so all discussions of simulation output analysis are in some real sense discussions about design of experiments.
This includes the estimation of output parameters with confidence intervals and cofildence regions, the comparison of two systems, the ranking of multiple systems, etc.
We, however, will be concerned with what is more commonly considered experimental desigm These are situations where one has a parametric simulation model such that it is impossible to exhaustively explore the parameter space.
Hence the relationship between the output characteristics of the model and the parameters must be explored using regression type models and least squares techniques,
In the tutorial talk we will review the basic notions of experimental design and present a number of examples of its application. In this paper we will discuss a single application.
Hence it should not be considered a surnnuuy of the tutorial but rather a sample of the kinds of concepts and types of examples which will be considered.
DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
The discussion wiLl use, as an example, a detailed, validated model of semiconductor manufacturing logistics.
The model contains on the order of one hundred tool groups processing multiple products. The flow is highly re-entrant, that is, jobs feed back through sequences of the tool groups up to twenty times. The model includes tool setup, tool breakdown and repair, preventative maintenance, rework, test wafer send ahead, and detailed operator schedules. The primary purposes of the model are to study control rules proposed for the line [Hood et al. 1989] and to design new lines.
For the example discussed here, the line is under constant load and in a stationary state. That is, the rate of output of good product and scrap is equal to the rate at which orders are inputted.
No portion of the system is saturated. We are interested in the cycle time, the time from beginning of manufacture to completion, of one of the products, This is a relatively complex model. The meaning of the interaction terms is discussed in the next section.
Here, we concentrate on the problem of model selection and diagno sties. The preceding model was generated by choosing the effects which were indicated as significant in To counter this selection problem, it is common to generate a probability plot of the effects and to view them in the context of their distribution.
Then if only a few are sign.i.ticant they wdl stand out against the distribution of the remainder which should be normally distributed and fall approximately along a straight line when plotted cm a normal probability scale. If these effects are removed as has been (clone in Figure 4, Figure 4 is analogous to the comparison of the error estimates obtained from the lack of fit sum of squares and the pure error sum of squares in the usual analysis of variance table.
That comparison is made rigorous through the standard F test. where ji is the estimate of the grand mean. 
